NEET 90 : Special Studies Program
TRANSFORMING MEDICAL ASPIRANTS TO BECOME WARRIORS WHO ARE READY TO
BECOME DOCTORS
Dear Students/Parents,
Heartiest Greetings! I am Sheel Shukla from “NEET-90 Special Studies Program”
Famous words of Shri A. P. J. Abdul Kalam says, “Dreams are not those which comes when you sleep, Dreams
are those which does not let you sleep”
Do you also have a dream that doesn’t let you sleep?
So, you have time and you can think of any dream and bring it to reality anytime. Let’s start working on your
dream from now, right now and immediately…
What do you want to become?
A doctor?
Then “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” is with you in all your planning, guidance and thorough preparation.
We convert you into a soldier who is ready to fight and crack this reputed NEET entrance exam.
Every profession has scope, abundance and need in the society however, a doctor is always in great demand
for the society, country and for the entire world. As per WHO data also, our country is currently lacking even
minimum number of doctors that we need country to deliver bare minimum healthcare services to our people.
Approximately 18 lakh doctors are required at present to reach that target. In such a need along with
situations like current pandemic, becoming a doctor is not only required but lucrative to serve the country in a
best possible manner.
A reputation of a doctor is somewhere equivalent to the God as people respect them next to God only,
whenever health is compromised. If we talk about income and earnings of a medical professional, that too is
incomparable and sky is the limit once you become competent in your chosen medical speciality. They are also
one of the most charitably active professionals in country opening hospitals, healthcare centres and other
public utility services for the country, which further adds to their value and reputation in the society.

Now the question arises, how you may become a doctor?
You need to first clear class XII board examination with Physics, Chemistry, Biology and English subjects and
minimum 50% marks. Further, you need to apply for the NEET (National Eligibility cum Entrance Test) entrance
examination. First you need to qualify NEET with 50 percentile then you are eligible to participate in counseling
for admission to any of the medical courses in government institutes of our country i.e. MBBS, BDS, BUMS,
BHMS, BAMS.
But here we will focus mainly on MBBS admission. Our country has around 531 government medical colleges
with total of 78348 seats out of which 41388 seats belong to 272 government medical colleges.
Government Medical colleges are the best choice not just because of quality of education but because it is
economical and cost is around 15K annually including mess and hostel fee as well. This is suitable for any one
to afford easily.
However, it is not easy to get admission in Government Medical College for MBBS course, as it needs
determination, patience and hard-work. You just don’t have to qualify NEET but also you have to be on the
merit list. In practice as previous year’s record, you have to score above 600 marks to be in the list of selected
students in (GMC) Government Medical College.

Now the question arises, how you have to approach the NEET examination to get success in clearing this
examination. One of the best ways and ray of hope for medical aspirants is NEET 90!

What is and Why only NEET 90-Special studies Program?
I will tell you about NEET 90 – Special Studies Program, it is one of the special studies program started by NEET
Bulletin (Top rank NEET News Portal www.neetbulletin.in ) team for those students who are preparing for
NEET Entrance examination and are focused to clear it with their hard work and determination. This special
program will prepare students to clear the NEET Examination easily and get selected in Government Medical
College and become doctor.
Now the question arises that many such institutes are there in the market which help students in preparation
of NEET examination, what is the difference or what is new in “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” that
differentiates from others? Why should you talk or know about “NEET 90- Special Studies Program”? What are
the benefits or advantages of “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” ? All these things are important to know? I
will share insights on this in detail further.
Yes, “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” is important and unique, because we give you GUARANTEED
selection in a Government Medical College, which no other institute or coaching class gives. This is what makes
us different from others. We ensure and assure your selection, because we believe in you and our expertise to
coach you at “NEET 90- Special Studies Program”.
However, nothing is 100% certain, thus what will happen in case you did not get selected? You may be thinking
this and we are again different in our answer to this as well.
We are different and unique because we only charge fee once you get selected and never before, means
academic fee will be charged after selection only, which is again first time introduced by any coaching
institute. This is because of our confidence in you and trust in quality of our teaching and mentoring.
This is a first ever introduced concept in India and none has approached for this strategy ever before. But we
at NEET Bulletin believe that education is not a commercial venture, it is a right of every medical aspirant who
has potential and skills to become a doctor.
This has been implemented on the basis of our thorough research and analysis that is done by our expert
team. There are two major aspects in preparation of NEET entrance examination, i.e. self-studies (off
classroom studies) and quality of teaching (in classroom studies). Role of teacher’s teaching plays only 30%
roles in making you crack NEET examination. Majority i.e. 70% is the self-studies management that makes you
successful. Most of the coaching institutes focus mainly on Teacher’s teaching part (class room studies) and no
one ever thought about how to train students on self-studies management (off the classroom studies). This is
where “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” focuses upon and makes you different and successful. That is why
even from the same institute, taught by the same teacher, only few students get selected and few are get
rejected, but why?
Analysing this aspect, we have found that if students are properly trained on self-studies techniques and kept
with discipline in their approach towards principle, they will become self-reliant (Atamnirbhar!) and they will
be able to prepare for any examination in life. This is how we have designed our special studies program.
We, of course, are going to provide you with the best faculty for your class-room teaching, we will give you
mock tests as well but we are not going to ignore the self-studies management part, which is neglected by the
industry. This is where our USP (Unique Selling Proposition) lies at “NEET 90- Special Studies Program”.
Self-studies management has been left to the students by all the institutes as this is actually a personal
responsibility of a student or their parents, however, at “NEET 90- Special Studies Program”, we have also
decided to contribute in that part and help you design your self-studies schedule and make you different from
other students. We have taken this responsibility and ensure that complete 100% areas are covered i.e. 30%
teaching and 70% self-studies.

Also, research shows that if you compare two students one who has already cleared NEET examination with
merit and now studying MBBS at Government Medical College and other student who has not got selected and
still preparing for the NEET entrance. You will find that most of the times, there IQ and intelligence is almost
same and sometimes the one who has not got selected is better than the other student who is selected,
however, what could be the reason that he has not got selected? This is an important observation and raises
many questions which needs to be further focused upon and worked by coaching institutes, which we have
already done at “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” program.
Now, let us focus and understand about what is actually self-studies management? How is this defined and
what needs to be taken care to do that? This simply means how you prepare and plan your studies and
preparations out of the class may be at home or in your leisure time with your friends or colleagues. How we
decide what to study, when to study, how much to study and what should be our priorities while studying to
prepare for NEET examination.
That is why this special studies program has been designed so that we can control both teaching (Classroom
Studies) and self-studies (Off the classroom studies) aspects of your preparation. This study program is an oncampus program where students are provided with boarding, lodging and mess facility and their complete
routine will be closely monitored and scheduled by our expert faculties. Students will be made to completely
concentrate on just study and preparation and no communication device like mobile phones, iPad or any other
distracting gadget will not at all allowed in our facility, which will help you in designing your schedule for the
best results. You will be provided internet whenever required for studies purpose by NEET staff and also if you
want to contact your family, every student will be given 10 minutes per day calling duration from our side. Our
facility will provide you all the best psychologically hygienic environment and all things will be taken care of in
a best possible manner. Students will be having 20 minutes exercise session to gain healthy body, 30 minutes
meditation to give you mental strength and enhance intelligence. Timely breakfast, lunch, supper and dinner
will be served along with proper schedule of timely sleep and timely get-up will be taken care of by our expert
team and faculty. Interaction among boys and girls will also be limited and restricted to only academic purpose
only. These things will create a healthy and focused approach by all the students in both class study and selfstudy.

To achieve this, some of the main points are to be taken care of as follows:
1.

REVISE AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE: Every chapter, concept or theory if we can revise at the earliest when
we are taught will get registered in our mind faster. That is why it is always important to plan your
revision schedule at the earliest and when it is fresh. This is the first mantra for success to learn and
imbibe anything for longer period in your brain.
This revision system will be invigilated by our constant Faculty on regular terms.

2.

ON-THE-SPOT SOLUTION: Best solution comes when the problem is fresh and student has completed
focus on it. That is why our program will focus on timely and prompt solution to every problem
student faces during preparation of NEET exam. On-the-spot solution will also make students more
enthusiastic to learn and keeps students motivated to learn more. In case our constant faculty is not
able to give you solution on the same day, it is their responsibility that they will provide the solution
on the very next day and then only move on to the next topic.

3.

Social & Family Affairs Obstruction: Any kind of family or friendly environment makes us distract
from our focus and destination. That is why we have made this program unique by creating first
healthy and focus generating environment to keep students disciplined and always aim for achieving
success through hard-work and dedication. Also, as per our Hindu shastras education has to be
imparted away from homely environment to make it more disciplined, interesting and easier. You will
be learning time management skills also with this which is very important for any future doctor.
Otherwise mostly students waste 20 to 30% of their time in redundant and waste activities that
makes a student distracted and unfocused towards his goal of becoming a professional doctor.

Keeping in view all these factors, we have specially designed this special studies program as in campus
residential program for only selective and highly motivated and dedicated medical aspirants. As we
will be providing 10 minutes to talk with family so that students may update their parents on their
preparation progress but taking care that no useless or irrelevant things make them distracted from
their studies.
This aspect is unique and never taken care by any such coaching institute. However, parents may call
anytime at NEET office and if required or urgent they may talk to their child anytime.
4.

COMMUNICATION DEVICE PROHIBITION: Mobiles, iPads and other electronic gadgets including
usage of social media (facebook, Whats app, web series etc.) through these devices is becoming an
addiction for students. These gadgets are big time burners and never allow students to focus and
concentrate on studies. That is why our program has included this clause of prohibiting these
communication devices. This will help the students to learn better and use their time in a best
possible manner. Also, these gadgets psychologically drain the student’s energy and motivation,
which is also a hindrance in preparation for NEET examination. However, whatever is required by the
student for the purpose of preparation like internet, projectors and other advanced equipment will be
available in our facility to make the education interesting and more fruitful.

5.

No Informal Interaction between Boys and Girls: Our program is based on human values and we
respect our culture and need of a good education system. Keeping this in mind, we have decided to
keep the informal interaction between boys and girls to be prohibited, unless or until that is must for
the study purpose or requirement. Main purpose is not to keep them separate but to keep them
focused more on studies and to avoid wasting each other’s time and energy.

If a student follows, these 5 rules of success, “NEET 90- Special Studies Program” ensures the success of
getting admission in a Government Medical College for MBBS Course. This entire curriculum is designed not
just for bookish knowledge but to enhance your personality in a physical, mental, spiritual and social manner
to get a student ready for becoming a great doctor to serve the society.
To become a part of this special studies program you need to clear the tests i.e. Personality assessment and
Psychometric-Intelligence test with minimum 40% marks, which is mandatory to get into this special studies
program.
Good news is that you don’t have to worry about this examination as this is not a tough examination based on
your physics, chemistry and biology and we are not at all interested to know, how much you know these
subjects. We are more interested to know your basic intelligence level and ability to tackle the situation and
how much you are mentally prepared to face difficulties in life. This will help us know your personality better
so that we will be able to prepare you as per your individual needs and ability.
We are going to sign a formal agreement between parents and NEET 90 institute that tuition fee will only be
paid after the student gets selection in MBBS course at any of the Government Medical College throughout the
country. However, hostel, mess and other expenses will be paid monthly by every student.
“NEET 90- Special Studies Program” Team wishes you a Happy & Successful Journey towards
becoming a second God i.e. a doctor.
Special Note: In the crisis of Covid 19 (Corona pandemic) Period, “NEET 90- Special Studies Program”
residential campus is the perfect place to study for NEET Preparation. This is well known that the campus is
totally isolated, No outsiders can entry in the campus. Students and faculties will reside there permanently.
At the time of reporting only Corona negative students and faculties will get entry in the campus.
Sincere regards
Sheel Shukla

